
Minnie Lane Dating and Personal Development


FAQ’s


Q - Do you only teach males?

A - So far, yes, but most of my teaching isn’t gender or sexuality specific.


Q - Do you ever teach longer courses/ group classes / seminars?

A - Yes. Join my mail list to be notified of upcoming events.


Q - What if I don’t want to find ‘the one’ and prefer a polyamorous lifestyle?

A - Well, that’s up to you. As long as you’re treating people with respect, you can attract as many 
partners as you like. 


Q - Do you only teach in London?

A - Depending on availability, I can teach outside of London as long as costs for travel and 
accommodation are covered.


Q - How did you end up as a dating coach?

A - It all began in Mexico over a decade ago. I found the book ‘The Game’ in a traveller cafe. 
Fresh out of a bachelors degree in Psychology and Communication, I was fascinated by the 
mechanics of attraction. Shortly afterwards, I met a dating coach by chance in London and was 
asked to join the company to help students with conversation skills. The past decade has been a 
gradual progression moving away from the traditional methods of ‘pick up’ and ‘game’, to a more 
personal, honest and holistic approach to teaching attraction. My current teaching combines 
learnings from personal practices of yoga, meditation and sensory deprivation with a LOT of study 
into psychology and gender. Coaching sessions focus on personal development to improve 
attraction.


Q - Can you teach me yoga and meditation too?

A - Yes! I’m a fully qualified yoga instructor and a holistic approach to dating coaching is the way 
forward.


Q - Why are you so mini?

A - I don’t know. I suspect I didn’t eat enough cabbages as a kid or something.



